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ABSTRACT

A tracking system is provided for a roof-mounted solar array.
The system includes a sensor mechanism for sensing an ori
entation of the sun relative to the solar arra , and a controller

connected to the sensor mechanism that generates a signal
that represents an optimal tilt angle of the solar array relative
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to the orientation of the sun. An actuator connected to the
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controller receives the signal from the controller and adjusts
the tilt angle of the solar array in response to the received
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signal.
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TILTING/TRACKING SYSTEM FOR SOLAR
DEVICES

Residential solar array installations are often solar panels
arrays that are ?xedly mounted on south-facing roof areas.
This arrangement of solar panels arrays is most effective
mounted on roofs With essentially east-West oriented roof
crests. What is needed, but has yet been provided, is a solar
array tracking system that is mountable at the peak of a roof
and Which has a tracking arrangement that alloWs a signi?cant

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

The present application claims the bene?t of US. Provi
sional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/262,671, ?led on Nov.

amount of east-to-West tilting/tracking during the day.

19, 2009, the disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a tilting/tracking system
for solar devices, and, more particularly, to a roof-peak
mounted tiling/tracking system for a solar array.

Solar array poWer collection can be improved by having the
solar array track the motion of the sun throughout the day,
essentially exposing a larger frontal area of the array to the
illumination by the sun. The present invention provides a
tiltable/tracking system for a solar array that may be mounted

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

north-south oriented roof peak. The tilting/tracking of the

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

on the roof peak of a residential home that has a substantially

The economical generation of electricity has long been an

20

array produces the maximum poWer from the array relative to
the geometry of the roof that it is mounted on. The solar array

important humanitarian objective. More recently the genera

tilting/tracking system provides improved solar energy col

tion of electrical poWer in an environmentally friendly man
ner has also become an important objective. Solar electrical

lection for houses and buildings that have long been consid

generating systems have been provided to meet these obj ec
tives. Developments in the movement or tracking of solar

25

method for controlling the tilting and tracking of solar array

electivity generating devices in association With the apparent

mounted at the peak of a roof is provided Which includes the

steps of a) minimiZing the angle (the On.” angle) betWeen a

position of sun over time has produced solar trackers. More
particularly, a solar tracker is a device for orienting a day

lighting re?ector, solar photovoltaic panel or concentrating

30

vector that extends normally from the face of the solar array
(the N vector) and a vector that extends from the face of the

solar array to the apparent position of the sun (the g vector) by
parameterizing a full set of N vectors for the array’s tilt angle

solar re?ector or lens toWard the sun. The sun’ s position in the

sky varies both With the seasons and time of day as the sun
moves across the sky. Solar electricity-generating devices
Work most e?iciently When the central rays of the sun strike

the face of the solar electricity generating elements perpen

ered unsuitable for solar installations.
According to one embodiment of the present invention, a

T; b) determining and optimiZing the On.” angle for a given
time of day and roof alignment; arid c) adjusting the tilt angle
35

T of solar array to correspond to the calculated optimal On.”

dicularly. Solar generating equipment Works best When

angle.

pointed at or near the sun, so a solar tracker can increase the

According to another embodiment of the present invention,
a device for controlling the tilting and tracking of solar array
mounted at the peak of a roof is provided comprising a micro

effectiveness of such equipment (i.e., produce more energy)
in comparison to operating such equipment in any ?xed posi
tion. Solar panel mounting systems are available Which

40

pole, or the ground.
Solar trackers may be active or passive and may be single
axis or dual axis. Single axis trackers usually use a polar
mount (i.e., a mount that has an axis that is oriented in the
same direction as the axis of revolution of the earth) for
maximum solar ef?ciency. Single axis trackers can have a
manual elevation (axis tilt) adjustment on a second axis Which
is adjusted at regular intervals throughout the year, Which can

raise the overall collection e?iciency.

45

a solar array as the sun’s apparent position changes Wherein
said drive comprises a motor, pulley, gear or lever to push or
pull the solar array to the optimal angle for array tilt as

determined by the microprocessor.
According to one embodiment of the present invention, a

device for controlling the tilting and tracking of solar array
50

Active trackers use motors and gear trains to direct the
tracker as commanded by a controller responding to the solar
direction. A chronological tracker counteracts the Earth’s
rotation by turning at an equal rate as the earth, but in the

opposite direction. Actually the rates aren’t quite equal,

processor or computer readable processor to determine an

optimal angle for the array tilt for a given day of the year, time
of day, and roof alignment; and a drive for tilting and tracking

include hardWare to permanently af?x the array to a roof, a

55

because as the earth goes around the sun, the position of the
sun changes With respect to the earth by 3600 every year or

mounted at a peak of a roof is provided Which comprises a
microprocessor or computer readable processor to determine
an optimal angle for the array tilt for a given time of day and
roof alignment; a drive for tilting and tracking a solar array as

the sun’s apparent position changes Wherein said drive com
prises a motor, pulley, gear or lever to push or pull the solar
array to the optimal angle for array tilt as determined by the
microprocessor; and mounting and fastening means to secure
a solar array to a peak of a roof.

365.24 days. A chronological tracker is a very simple yet

An embodiment of the present invention comprises mod

potentially a very accurate solar tracker speci?cally for use
With a polar mount. The drive method may be as simple as a

ules having assemblies With at least one degree of freedom to
60

pivot. Systems With one degree of freedom have the advan

gear motor that rotates at a very sloW average rate of one

tage of relatively simpler operation and construction. Sys

revolution per day (i.e., 15 degrees per hour). In theory the
tracker may rotate completely, assuming there is enough

tems With at least tWo degrees of freedom have the advantage
that they can scan the sky in all X-Y coordinates (North
South, East-West) to perfectly folloW the sun as it crosses the

clearance for a complete rotation. Alternatively, an electronic
controller may be used, With a real time clock that is used to

infer the “solar time” (hour angle). Tracking adjustments can
be made periodically or continuously.

65

sky. That is, With tWo degrees of freedom, the solar array’s
optical axis can folloW the sun east to West during the day,
While also tracking the sun along a north-south axis to folloW

US 8,481,906 B2
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relative movements of the sun associated With the inclination

capable of providing data or executable instructions that may
be accessed by a processing system. Examples of mass stor

of the earth’s axis throughout the year.
The driving mechanism that can be controlled by a set of

age devices incorporating computer readable media include,

solar tracking electronics comprises a computer readable
medium and/ or microprocessor capable of calculating the
“derivation of optimum tilting angle With time”, as described

but are not limited to, hard disk drives, magnetic disk drives,

beloW, and Which can be installed either inside or outside the
sealed module.
In an embodiment of the present invention, the solar array
may be tilted or tracked using any knoWn mechanism for

processing devices including, but not limited to, general pur
pose computers, special purpose computers, application-spe

tape drives, optical disk drives, and solid state memory chips.
The term processor as used herein refers to a number of

ci?c integrated circuit (ASIC), and digital/ analog circuits
With discrete components, for example.

rotating a solar array. The solar array may be mounted using

In one aspect of the invention, the solar array device

any knoWn mechanism for mounting a solar array to a roof

includes one or more solar concentrator assemblies having a

peak for tracking longitudinal and/or latitudinal changes in
the sun’s position. The mount may have a single or double
gearing mechanism Well knoWn in the art for tracking the sun
motion remotely, automatically or manually based on an

input set of coordinates. The mechanism may be con?gured
to rotate the panel through a continuous range of angles, or

through discrete angularpositions, such as 10, 20, 30, or 5, 10,
15, or 1, 2, 3, degrees. To track the sun’s position during the
day, the mechanism has a gearing or actuator (e.g., hydraulic,
magnetic, or manually actuated) for rotating the solar array
about the Y axis (longitudinal adjustments). For latitudinal
adjustments, the mechanism, gearing or actuator (e.g.,
hydraulic, magnetic, or manually actuated) can rotate the
solar array about the X axis.Any assembly and control system

20

25

knoWn in the art for single or tWo-axis rotation of a solarpanel
or array based may be used to re-position the solar array. In
one or more embodiments of the present invention, a tilting/

tracking solar array is pivotably mounted to the frame of the

30

module and capable of tracking the sun in at least one dimen

sion across the sky using tracking systems capable of motions
through at least one degree of rotational freedom.
An embodiment of the present invention may comprise a
solar concentrator, one or more re?ectors, a receiver, and a 35

re?ector positioning system With an orientation processor for
orienting the solar array or concentrator toWards the radiation
source. The re?ector positioning system may include one or
more actuators adapted to aim the re?ector in accordance

With the orientation processor, thereby aiming the re?ectors

or more non-concentrated, ?at-plate solar cells. In this Way,
poWer can be provided to tracking motors even When the solar
arrays are not aligned With the sun.
The term “rotational freedom” refers to ability of a com
ponent to pivot about an axis. A solar array assembly With one
degree of rotational freedom can pivot on one axis (e.g., an X

axis). A solar array assembly With tWo degrees of rotational
40

freedom can pivot on tWo axes (e.g., X andY axes).

The solar-electric systems of the invention may comprise

to collect the incident radiation and direct the re?ected rays to

devices to e?iciently convert solar rays to electrical poWer.
Roof mountable tilting/tracking solar array systems are pro
vided to folloW the sun With at least one degree of rotational

the receiver as the radiation source moves.

One or more embodiments of the present invention may be
implemented With one or more computer readable media,

Wherein each medium may be con?gured to include thereon
data or computer executable instructions for manipulating

solar tracking capability. The assemblies can also include an
array of photovoltaic receivers and/or thermoelectric receiv
ers, and a tracking mechanism for maintaining alignment of
the aperture normals With the sun by at least once daily
alignment adjustments to account for seasonal variations in
angle of incidence of solar radiation. In a typical embodi
ment, the solar array assembly possesses at least one degree of
freedom of rotation through an arch of at least 15 degrees.
Optionally, the tracking adjustments can be made continu
ously, about every second, about every minute, or about every
hour, e. g., during the day.
The solar assembly tracking mechanism can include, e. g.,
an array of light detectors that provide a ?rst pattern of detec
tor signals. The different patterns can be interpreted accord
ing to a de?ned algorithm to determine the relative angle and
direction the module must be turned to provide alignment
With the sun. In particular embodiments, poWer used to drive
the tracking mechanism adjustments can be derived from one

45

freedom of movement. One or more embodiments of the

present invention may comprise an active or chronological
tracker.

data to calculate the “derivation of optimum tilting angle With
time” as described beloW. The computer executable instruc

tions include data structures, objects, programs, routines, or
other program modules that may be accessed by a processing

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
50

For a more complete understanding of the present inven

system, such as one associated With a general-purpose com

tion, reference is made to the folloWing detailed description
of an exemplary embodiment considered in conjunction With
the accompanying draWings, in Which:

puter or processor capable of performing various different
functions or one associated With a special-purpose computer

capable of performing a limited number of functions. Com
puter executable instructions cause the processing system to

55

examples of program code means for implementing steps for
methods disclosed herein. Furthermore, a particular sequence
of the executable instructions provides an example of corre
sponding acts that may be used to implement such steps.
Examples of computer readable media include, but are not

nected to a solar array and mounted on a peak of a roof.

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of the solar array mounted on
60

the peak of the roof shoWn in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a plan vieW of the solar array mounted on the peak

of the roof shoWn in FIG. 1, the orientation of the longitudinal
axis of the solar array being angularly deviated from true

limited to, random-access memory (“RAM”), read-only

memory (“ROM”), programmable read-only memory
(“PROM”), erasable programmable read-only memory

(“EPROM”), electrically erasable programmable read-only

FIG. 1 is a side elevational vieW of a solar array tilting/

tacking system constructed in accordance With an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention, the system shoWn con

perform a particular function or group of functions and are

North;
65

FIG. 4 is a schematic draWing shoWing the alignment of the

memory (“EEPROM”), compact disk read-only memory

peak of the roof With respect to an arc of the sun’s apparent

(“CD-ROM”), or any other device or component that is

position portrayed during the day;

US 8,481,906 B2
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FIG. 5 is a side elevational vieW of the system Which
depicts the limits in the range of motion of the solar array

member 24. The angular a deviation of the orientation of the
longitudinal axis of the solar array from true north is denoted
as deviation angle 0t, Where positive deviation angle 0t is
toWards the east, and negative deviation angle 0t is toWards the

imposed by the roof structure; and
FIG. 6 is a graph showing the relationship betWeen an angle
of tilt of the face of the solar array versus an angle of the

West.

apparent position of the sun during the day for the folloWing

FIG. 4 shoWs the alignment of the peak 14 of the roof 16 in

conditions: a) the solar array is mounted on a roof With a 45°

relation to an arc of travel of the apparent position of the sun.

pitch, b) the longitudinal axis of the roof peak has an angle of

It also depicts a vector N that extends normally from the face

deviation from true north of 30°, and the sun is transiting the

of the solar array, a vector S that extends from the face of the
solar array to the apparent position of the sun, and a vector

sky on an arc that is tilted 400 down from overhead.

OM that extends therebetWeen. Since a smaller OM angle
produces a greater solar energy collecting capability, it is
desirable to minimize the OM angle Which is the best align

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Although the present invention can be used in connection

ment of the solar array, subject to the limitations of the roof 16

With solar energy collecting devices having various payloads
(e. g., hot Water, steam, electricity, etc.) it is particularly suit

geometry.

able for use in connection With solar panel arrays used for the

method is used to determine the optimal (i.e., minimal) On.”

In an embodiment of the present invention, the folloWing

generation of electricity. Accordingly, the present invention

angle. More particularly, With reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, a

Will be described hereinafter in connection With solar arrays.

It should be understood, hoWever, that the folloWing descrip

20

tion is only meant to be illustrative of the present invention
and is not meant to limit the scope of the present invention,
Which has applicability to other types of solar energy collec
tors.

FIG. 1 illustrates a solar array tilting/tacking system 10
constructed in accordance With one embodiment of the
present invention. The system 10 is connectable to a solar
array 12, and may be mounted on a peak 14 of a roof 16 by

25

means of a conventional mount M. The mount M may be

fabricated from material such as Wood, ?ber, and/or metal.

30

The system has a controller 18 that is connected to an actuator

local coordinate system is depicted having the X-axis point
ing EAST and the Y-axis pointing NORTH (the Z-axis (not
shoWn) points directly vertical (upWard) at the location). The
sun rises in the east and transits the sky at 15 degrees per hour
and the tilt of the arc of travel of the apparent position of the
sun changes With the season, being more overhead in the
summer and more tilted doWnWard in the Winter (for northern
hemisphere locations), in a knoWn and predictable manner.
The vector 8 points to the sun at any given time in this
coordinate system. An angle “SunArc” is de?ned as the angle
that de?nes the arc that the sun travels along in the sky during
the day. A “TimeAngle” is de?ned so as to point at the loca
tion along that arc Where the sun is at that time-instant. The

20. A plurality of photo sensors 22 (e.g., conventional LEDs

TimeAngle may be determined by an active or chronological

or photo resistors) are arranged on the system in a pattern for

tracker, or calculated for an entire year as it Would be

vieWing sunlight and provide signals to the controller 18 for
purposes that are described hereinbeloW.
The actuator 20 has a moveable member 24 that is connect

35

observed at the location of the system 10 and loaded onto the
computer readable media of the controller 18 at the time of the
system 10 installation. The vector 8 can then be de?ned as:

40

S‘ : —sin(TimeAngle) * sin(SunArc)

able to the solar array 12 by means of conventional fasteners
such as bolts or screWs. More particularly the moveable mem

ber 24 has an axis of rotation that that may be oriented in the

same direction as the peak 14 of the roof 16, thereby permit
ting the moveable member 24 to rotate the solar array 12
about the peak 14 of the roof 16. A motor (not shoWn) and
conventional mechanical elements such as gears (not shoWn)

cos(TimeAngle)
sin(TimeAngle) * cos(SunA re)

are positioned in the actuator 20 and are connected to the

moveable member 24. The actuator 20 has an angular posi

45

A more precise vector 8 can be de?ned using latitude,
longitude, and day-of-thezyear, but in any case the (x,y,Z)

tional sensor (not shoWn) for sensing the tilt angle T of the
moveable member 24 (i.e., if the tilt angle T cannot be derived

coordinates of the vector 8 are speci?ed. The TimeAngle is

from the motor itself, via a smart motor feature associated

at at sundoWn.

With stepper, etc.). The motor may be poWered by electricity
provided by the solar array 12 for moving the moveable
member 24. A battery (not shoWn) may be included, for
storing poWer supplied by the solar array 12, and connected to
the motor for poWering the moveable member 24 When suf
?cient poWer is not provided by the solar array 12.
The controller 18 includes a computer readable media, a

de?ned such that its value is Zero at sun up, 31/2 at noon, and

50

12 in three dimensions it is su?icient to de?ne the solar

array’s surface normal vector, N, in space. By de?nition N is
perpendicular to A.
A mapping of the full set of N vectors that represent all
55

possible tilt values for the solar array 12 Would sWeep out a

great circle aligned Wherein the normal to the great circle is
the vector again. One such N vector is shoWn in FIG. 4, but the
diagonal line upon Which it is draWn is the locus of all possible

processor With memory and a program. More particularly, as

described more fully hereinabove, the controller 18 includes
one or more conventional computer readable media con?g
ured to include thereon data or computer executable instruc

tions for manipulating data to calculate the “derivation of
optimum tilting angle With time” as described beloW. The
computer executable instructions include data structures,
objects, programs, routines, or other program modules that
are accessed by the processor.
FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate the solar array 12 attached to the
system 10 and mounted on the peak 14 of the roof 16.A vector
A points along the axis of rotation of the of the moveable

Since the solar array 12 is a planar object and it rotates
around the axis A, to specify the orientation of the solar array

N vectors.
60

In this manner, the system 10 determines the unique N
vector that Will hold the solar array 12, for that instant in time,
most closely to the position of the sun, subject to the limit that
it can only rotate around its ?xed single axis.

65

parameteriZing the full set of N vectors With a single variable,
the tilt angle T of solar array 12. The angle betWeen N and 8
is de?ned as OM Wherein Zero corresponds to an alignment of

The system minimiZes the angle betWeen N and 8 by

US 8,481,906 B2
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the face of the solar array 12 Which is ?at or horizontal, With

In operation, the controller 18 receives signals from the
photo sensors 22 (e.g., periodically sampled relative volt
ages) that alloW the program of the controller 18 to evaluate

N pointing straight up. Positive angles indicate tilts toWard
the EAST and negative angles indicate tilts toWard the WEST.

and output the vector S. Periodically, such as every three

N can be de?ned as:

minutes, the controller 18 determines the optimal 6),,” vector
and the associated optimal tilt angle T. The controller 18 then
transmits the optimal tilt angle T to the actuator 20, Wherein
the actuator 20 rotates the moveable member 24, and the solar

array 12 attached to it, to the optimal tilt angle T.
It should be noted that the present invention can have
numerous advantages and bene?ts. The value of the extra
N and S are both de?ned as unit vectors. Thus the cosine of

energy collected by the solar array 12, that is tilted/tracked by

the angle betWeen N and S is found by taking the dot-product
of N and S. The 8”.” value that minimizes the angle betWeen
the N and S is calculated, Which is equivalent to maximizing

the system 10, over time more than offsets the cost of the

the cosine of the angle betWeen them.
F is de?ned as the dot product of N and S and to ?nd the
maximum, the derivative of F With respect to 6),,” is calcu
lated. The derivative of F is solved for the value of 6),,” Where

the amount of energy collected during a typical year. These
numbers can be compared With values that Would be achieved
for ?xed arrays of various orientations. Referring to FIG. 6,

the derivative is zero to determine the extremum of P, which

system 10. For example, throughout the day, and integrating
through the full seasonal variation, it is possible to calculate

for example, it is noted that early in the day (TimeAngle<—
20

is the best tilt angle for the array at that time.

62°), the solar array 12 cannot tilt doWn as far as the ideal
Would suggest; it maxes out at the roof-pitch value. As the

TimeAngle progresses through the day, the system 10 Will
track the sun, but since the sun is signi?cantly southWard, the
25

system 10 delays its tracking (because of deviation angle a
being slightly east-Ward). In the afternoons (With Time
Angle>—142°) the solar array 12 reaches a maxed out situa
tion again. As a basic comparison With ?xed array installa

cos(a) * cos(TimeAngle) + sin(a) * sin(TimeAngle) * sin(Sum4rc)

sin(TimeAngle) * cos(SunA rc)

This closed form solution gives the optimum angle for the
array tilt for a given time of day and roof alignment. HoWever,
When considering real roof installations, it is clear that the
tilting is not free to move through all angle values. In the very
early morning (AM) or late afternoon, the sun Will be very
loW doWn and the “best” tilt angle Will be directed much loWer
toWard the horizon than physically alloWed by the roof 16
itself.
FIG. 5 illustrates several tilt angles T and the range of
motion of the solar array 12 around an axis of rotation of the
actuator 20 of the system 10. Because of the physical limits of
the installation, and in order to avoid tilt angles a that rotate
the solar array 12 further than can be tolerated, the system 10

30

35

tions, it has been determined that ?xed arrays in NeW Jersey,
for example, With south facing orientation on 45°-pitch roofs
Would capture on the order of 300 kWhr/m2/yr. It has been
calculated that a roof With the same pitch, but With the peak 14
of the roof 16 oriented north-south and having a solar array 12
controlled by the system 10 mounted on the peak 14 of the
roof 16 Would capture about 360 kWhr/m2/yr. This is an
increase of about 20% in the energy captured. As a compari
son, an east facing roof at 45°-pitch Would only gather 200
kWhr/m2/yr in a ?xed roof installation, Which explains Why

relatively feW people have east-facing (or West-facing) arrays
40

of this nature.
It Will be understood that the embodiment described herein

is merely exemplary and that a person skilled in the art may
make many variations and modi?cations Without departing
from the spirit and scope of the invention. All such variations
and modi?cations, including those described above, are
45

may be provided With minimum and maximum tilt angle T

intended to be included Within the scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:

sensors.

1. A tracking system for a solar array, comprising:

FIG. 6 illustrates the tilt angle T of the solar array 12
(depicted on the y-axis) versus the TimeAngle (depicted on

a controller having a program for generating a signal that

the x-axis), as it progresses during the day. In this example,

represents an optimal tilt angle of the solar array; and
50

an actuator connected to said controller, said actuator

receiving said signal from said controller and adjusting a
tilt angle of the solar array to equal the optimal tilt angle

the tilt angle T is derived for the folloWing conditions: a solar
array 12 mounted on a roof With a pitch of 45° and a deviation
angle 0t of 30° and the sun transiting the sky on an arc that is

in response to said received signal,

Wherein the optimal tilt angle is the tilt angle of the solar

tilted 400 down from overhead.

Installation and Operation of the System 10

array about an axis of rotation of the actuator that pro
vides a minimum angle betWeen a vector normal to the
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Prior to the installation of the system 10 on the peak 14 of

the roof 16, the deviation angle 0t is measured and pre-loaded
into the controller 18. The system 10 is connected to the solar
array 12. More particularly, the moveable member 24 of the
actuator 20 is attached to the bottom of the solar array 12, and
the face of photo sensors 22 are oriented in a plane that is

face of the array and a vector extending from the face of
the array toWard an apparent position of the sun.

2. The tracking system of claim 1, Wherein said controller
60

includes a sensor mechanism for sensing the orientation of
the sun relative to the solar array, said sensor mechanism

parallel With the face of the solar array 12, and are positioned

generating said signal in response to said orientation of the

to vieW the sun Without obstruction. The controller 18 of the
system 10 is electrically connected to a poWer outlet of the

sun.

solar array 12. The actuator 20 of the system 10 is then ?xedly
attached to the mount M Which is installed at the peak 14 of
the roof 16.
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3. The tracking system of claim 2, Wherein said sensor
mechanism includes a light emitting diode.
4. The tracking system of claim 2, Wherein said sensor
mechanism includes a photo resistor.

US 8,481,906 B2
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5. The tracking system of claim 1, wherein said program is

13. A method for tracking a solar array, comprising:
generating, by a controller, a signal that represents an opti
mal tilt angle of the solar array; and
adjusting, by an actuator, a tilt angle of the solar array to

programmed With an orientation of said actuator relative to
north.
6. The tracking system of claim 1, Wherein said actuator
includes a moveable member.

equal the optimal tilt angle in response to said signal,
Wherein the optimal tilt angle is the tilt angle of the solar

7. The tracking system of claim 6, Wherein said actuator
includes a motor connected to said moveable member for

adjusting said moveable member in response to said signal.
8. The tracking system of claim 6, Wherein said actuator

array about an axis of rotation of the actuator that pro
vides a minimum angle betWeen a vector normal to the

includes a limit sWitch for limiting the movement of said
moveable member to thereby limit the movement of the solar
array.
9. The tracking system of claim 1, Wherein said actuator is
connected to the solar array for receiving poWer from the solar
array.

face of the array and a vector extending from the face of
the array toWard an apparent position of the sun.

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein said signal is gener
ated dependent upon orientation the solar array relative to
north.
15. The method of claim 13, Wherein said signal is gener

10. The tracking system of claim 9, further including a

ated by a sensor mounted to the solar array.

battery connected to said actuator or storing poWer received
from the solar array.

16. The method of claim 13, Wherein said signal is gener
ated dependent upon orientation of the sun for a given day of

11. The tracking system of claim 1, Wherein said signal is

the year, time of day, and roof alignment.

dependent upon orientation of the sun for a given day of the

year, time of day, and roof alignment.
12. The tracking system of claim 1, Wherein the solar array
is installed at a peak of a pitched roof With a pitch angle that
limits the tilt angle of the solar array, and Wherein the axis of
rotation of the actuator is parallel to the peak of the pitched
roof.
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17. The method of claim 13, Wherein the solar array is
installed at a peak of a pitched roof With a pitch angle that
limits the tilt angle of the solar array, and Wherein the axis of
rotation of the actuator is parallel to the peak of the pitched
roof.

